
Psych 3102 

Introduction to Behavior Genetics 
Lecture 19 

Genetics of cognitive abilities 



Hierarchical, psychometric model of cognitive             

 ability    Spearman, 1904 

General cognitive ability  (g) 

• derived by factor analysis of scores from various 
weighted measures of more specific abilities 

  

 Specific cognitive abilities: 

verbal     spatial      processing speed     memory 

  

 Measures  (tests): 

Wechsler     Raven’s matrices   Stanford-Binet .. 

 

• weight given to an item is determined by its 
correlation with other items 

– items that correlate highly and items that measure 
more complex tasks are weighted more 
(contribute more to g )                   

abstract reasoning > simple sensory discrimination
    

 

 





Examples of cognitive tests 

Sample Item from Raven’s Progressive Matrices 

Wechsler block Design Task 



Structural portion of verbal-perceptual-rotation (VPR) model of 

intelligence                          

                                       Johnson et al(2006) Intelligence, 35, 542 



Definitions of Intelligence:          

                  Which one do we prefer? 

   
   

    

E. G. Boring, a well-known Harvard psychologist in the 1920's 

..."whatever intelligence tests measure" 

  

   

    

Alfred Binet in The Individual 

...the ability to "judge well, to comprehend well, to reason well." 

  

   

    

David Wechsler cited in Annual Editions 

..."the global capacity of the individual to act purposefully, to think  

          rationally, and to deal effectively with the environment." 

  

   

    

Benjamin, Hopkins and Nation in Psychology (a textbook) 

..."the capacity to acquire and use knowledge, a capacity that is supported by 

a host of cognitive abilities such as perception, memory storage and retrieval, 

reasoning, problem solving and creativity." 

  

   

    

from the Merriam-Webster Dictionary   

  (1) the ability to learn or understand or to deal with new or trying situations; 

also, the skilled use of reason 

  (2) the ability to apply knowledge to manipulate one's environment or to think 

abstractly as measured by objective criteria (such as tests) 

 

http://psychology.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?site=http://www.m-w.com/dictionary.htm
http://psychology.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?site=http://www.m-w.com/dictionary.htm
http://psychology.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?site=http://www.m-w.com/dictionary.htm
http://psychology.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?site=http://www.m-w.com/dictionary.htm


g – general intelligence 

In the words of 52 experts in cognition: 

   

 g is a very general mental capacity that, among other things, involves 

the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly, 

comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly, and learn from 

experience. It is not merely book learning, a narrow academic skill, 

or test-taking smarts. It reflects a broader and deeper capacity for 

comprehending our surroundings – ‘catching-on’, ‘making sense’ of 

things, or ‘figuring out’ what to do. 



Cattell’s fluid and crystallized intelligence 

• fluid intelligence  (GF)  - higher mental abilities eg reasoning 

                                                  prefrontal cortex 

correlates most with performance IQ (PIQ)     perceptual, processing speed                                                   
Ravens progressive matrices          WAIS Block design 

 

 

• crystallized intelligence (GC) – knowledge acquired from     

    culture, education, experience 

            cortical networks 

 correlates most with verbal IQ (VIQ)            WAIS Info subtests 

 



Executive functions (EF) 

• multidimensional construct 

• higher order processes that control and regulate thought and 

action, operate on lower level processes 

in everyday life – planning, organizing, decision-making, flexibility, 

judgement, regulation of everyday behavior  -   all hallmarks of intelligence 

inhibiting prepotent responses  (inhibiting)     h2  ~90% 

shifting mental states  (shifting)           h2 ~ 76%          Friedman et al 

updating working memory  (updating)          h2 ~ 100%            (pilot study data)   

                  WAIS  ~ 70% 

- would expect EF scores to correlate with IQ scores 

- whilst  measures of EFs intercorrelate, only ‘updating’ 

correlates highly with IQ (both fluid and crystallized, and 

Wechsler) 

- current IQ tests do not assess all abilities required for 

‘intelligent’ behaviors? 



What does an estimate of ‘g’ tell us? 

• it is the best psychological predictor of school 

achievement  across all levels of schooling 

• it is the best predictor of occupational success in 

jobs that require complex cognitive tasks 

• it predicts income and success in every profession 

• it may not tell us about other talents – physical, artistic 

• distrusted by general public? 

• older tests were culturally, socially biased 

• not true for newer alternative tests:  

          information-processing methods 

         direct assessment of brain functioning (eg ERPs, fMRI)  

 





• Economic and social correlates of IQ :  

   

 

 

  



• Economic and social correlates of IQ in 

the USA : 

 

 

 





Lubinsky (2009) Behavior Genetics, 39,350 







IQ predicts many things but does belonging to a particular 

group predict IQ? 
• evidence suggests some 40% of IQ differences in occupation & 

income in Western societies are associated with genetic differences 

                  Rowe et al (1998)    Tambs et al (1989) 

• based on WAIS, there is a 22 point difference between average IQs 

of persons in professional/technical jobs versus unskilled laborers 

                  Reynolds et al (1987) 

 

BUT  there was nearly as much variation in IQ within occupational 

groups as in US population as a whole 

   

so, is membership of a particular group likely to predict IQ of an 

individual? 

 

What else is important? 

special talents       motivation     personality traits     hard work     privilege 

 

 



Long history of research into cognitive ability: 

Galton (1865)  Sir Francis Galton (1865, 1869), Darwin's 

cousin, immediately recognized the implications for human 
variation. Galton carried out surveys and found that good and 
bad temperament, as well as intelligence, ran in families. He 
discovered the phenomenon of regression-to-the mean and the 
implication that family variation was heritable  

 

Burks (1928) Barbara Stoddard Burks, “The Relative 

Influence of Nature and Nurture Upon Mental Development; A 
Comparative Study of Foster Parent-Foster child Resemblance 
and True Parent-True Child Resemblance,” 27th Yearbook of 
the NationalSocietyfor the Study of Education, (1928) 

 

Merriman (1924) twin methodology 

 

Tolman (1924)   selection for maze 

Tryon                   learning in rats 

 

Prevailing view, however , was that nurture was 
more important  in human abilitites 

 see John B Watson 1925   “Give me a dozen 
healthy infants……… “ 

 



Galton (1869)  Hereditary genius: An enquiry into its laws 

and consequences 



Recognition that genotype and environment can interact to 

determine phenotype 

Cooper & Zubek (1958) tested maze dull and maze bright 
rats after rearing in different environments 

 

 

genotype/environment interaction 

       – changes caused by environment depended on         
genotype of rats 

 



From Cooper and Zubek, 1958 



genotype/environment 

interaction 

no genotype/environment 

interaction 

 I = impoverished 

S = standard 

E = enriched 

heritability?  



Change in acceptance of genetic influence on cognitive 

ability in the 60’s and 70’s    - the nature nurture debate 
 

• to this time, some general acceptance of genetic influence on both animal and 

human cognition 

• Infuriated those with strong belief in equality stemming from religious, political 

and philosophical roots  

 

Typical psychology department in the 60’s 

reductionist theories – all behaviors could be traced to one basic single 

causative event         “intrapsychic conflicts of infancy” 

- all influences were entirely environmental 

- individual differences were viewed as ‘error’ 

 

Very unattractive connotations from the, then, recent political past  

eugenics – idea that humanity can be improved by selective breeding 

intelligence, aggression, antisocial behavior- all subject to eugenic practices in past 

 

 



Bad science 

 Burt (UK) falsified data to enhance his results showing gene influence on g 

 

Controversy 

Jensen (US) published  “How much can we boost IQ and scholastic 

achievement”  (1969) in response to research showing poor results from 

compensatory education programs 

Did lack of results reflect genetic influence ? 

  Also    IQ is substantially heritable, different ethnic groups have different 

 mean IQ levels. 

Could the measurable differences between ethnic groups result from genetic 

differences?  

 

- whole area of research thrown into acrimonious ‘debate’ 

- general conclusion in psychology departments was that a 

genetic influence on human cognition did not exist  

- behavior geneticists said evidence showed otherwise 

 





Why did this view not last long? 

 

good empirical studies – large sample sizes   

                                                    quantitative measures 

 

well-designed to separate genetic and environmental influences 

From 

Kamin (1974):  “… little or no evidence that intelligence is a heritable trait.” 

To 

Brody (1990) “… it is inconceivable.. that any responsible scholar could.. take     
                  this position” 

 

Currently, g is 

•  one of the most reliable, valid measures in behavioral science 

•   stable - it’s long-term stability after childhood is greater than the stability of 
 any other behavioral trait  

•   widely accepted as a valuable concept 

•    substantially heritable 
 

 

  







Hierarchical Genetic Organization of 

Human Cortical Surface Area 

Chen et al  

30 MARCH 2012 VOL 335 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org 



Current problems 
 
 – convincing people environment is still important, countering fatalistic 
views 
 
 
-countering new forms of eugenics :   
           changing genes perceived as ‘bad’       
      preventing birth of those with ‘bad’ genes 
 
 
-misuse of information and unfair discrimination   
        genetic testing, insurance,  employment 
 
 
-IQ and gender/race still cannot be researched or even discussed   
      ask Larry Summers (ex-president of Harvard)   
             James Watson (ex-chancellor of Cold Spring Harbor Labs)    



Commonly-used tests of cognitive ability 

 WISC – Wechsler intelligence scales  
measurement error + 5 points (score 70, range=65-75) 

 
WAIS  -  Wechsler Adult intelligence scales 

 

Stanford-Binet 

 

Bayley Scales of Infant Development 



Flynn effect 

• average IQ has steadily 

     been rising since  

      measurement began 

UK 27 point increase 

US 24 point increase  since WWII 

• shown as overall increase in population mean 

• due to environment that we all share (cultural environment) 

• intelligence tests have to be re-normed periodically 

 

Possible reasons for Flynn effect?     

                        our genes have not changed 

         shows importance of environment 

nutrition           outbreeding on global scale (population admixture) 

better test-taking skills                better education for more people 

widespread access to information via  TV   internet    travel 

huge increase in information processed (av word ‘consumption’ = 100,000 

- a 350% increase from 1980’s) 



Summary of evidence for influence of 

genes on cognitive ability 

Bouchard & McGue (1981) 
- summary of results from many studies 

Adoption studies          

Reared apart  P/O, sibs     r = 0.24 

    heritability = 0.48 

  - about half variation in scores is due to variation in genes 

 

Twin studies      

 Reared together   MZ    r = 0.86 

                          DZ    r = 0.60 

- test/retest reliability = 0.8-0.9   MZs are as similar as same person tested twice  

-    evidence for shared environment 

- heritability = 2(MZr – DZr) = 0.52       

- agrees with results from adoption studies 

 

  Note: most of the data for these studies came from samples where 
offspring were late adolescent or younger 

  what is      

heritability                     

here? 

  what is      

heritability                     

here? 



Adopted apart twins 

• MZ   r = 0.67 - .79     = heritability 

• much higher than estimates from family, twin , adoption studies in 

general 

 

• assessed at later age 

 

 

Similar data from other parts of world not included in Bouchard&  

       McGue 

• Russia      

• E. Germany   

• rural India    urban India     

• Japan                         

             and from information-processing tests 

 



Does ‘general intelligence’ exist ? - evidence for                    

        ‘g’ • meta-analysis of results from 322 studies of cognitive ability 

• in spite of hundreds of different tests being used, average correlation 

among tests was 0.30 

diverse cognitive processes do intercorrelate 

- no-one has been able to devise a test where scores do NOT correlate 

with other test scores 

 - a common factor  (‘g’)  accounts for ~40% of total variance on 

cognitive tasks 

    g shows substantial heritability 

- more studies on g than any other human characteristic 

   80,000 parent/offspring pairs 

   25,000 sib pairs 

   10,000 twin pairs      +  adoptive family data 

 Lowest, most conservative estimate of heritability = 50%  for g         

  mostly additive gene effects 

genetic correlations across tests indicate extent to which same 

genes influence different specific abilities  (evidence for pleiotropy) 



Wechsler adult intelligence scale  (WAIS) 



g from the WAIS-III  

non-standardized 

partial regression 

coefficients (path 

coefficients) shown 



Examples of intercorrelation between specific 

abilities 

Mathematics ability        Plomin et al (2004) 

 - many studies indicate high heritability 

phenotypic correlations with g score and other cognitive 
measures at age 7: 

   reading and math scores   r = 0.70 

   math and g scores             r = 0.43 

   reading and g scores         r = 0.47 

‘Generalist’ genes: 

genetic correlations of 0.62 to 0.76 found – indicating shared 
gene influences across these specific abilities 

Genes for specific abilities: 

evidence for specific genes for math and reading also since 
not all genetic variation for trait accounted for 

 

  



Mathematics     numeracy measures      Plomin, 2012 

• Age 12      ~3000 twin pairs, similar number of unrelateds 

• twin analysis and GCTA DNA analysis used to estimate genetic 

correlations across different measures of numeracy 

 

twin analysis:   average genetic correlation across measures = .93 

DNA analysis:  average = .98 across measures 

 

- substantial pleiotropy on behalf of genes influencing numeracy 

- important  theoretically in neuroscience 

 

Average heritability = 0.46 from twin studies 



Environmental influences 

• heritability of 50% indicates the environment also accounts 

for 50% of the variation 

 

• adoptive family data indicates that shared environment is 

important during development: 

  P/adopted child  r = 0.19             both give estimates 

  Adoptive sibs  r = 0.32                          of c2 

 

• family and twin data indicate that non-shared environment is 

less important and accounts for less than 20% of variance 

   

  MZ twins   r = 0.86      14% of variance is e2   



Shared environment 
• relationship is non-linear (not everyone is influenced by their environment in 

the same way),  likely to be genotype x environment interaction 

• interaction with socioeconomic status (SES): 

Turkheimer et al (2001)    350 MZ and DZ twin pairs 

middle-class environments – most variation is due to genes and  e2 

poor environments – most variation is accounted for by c2 

 

Rowe et al (1999)ADD health study - a national longitudinal study of adolescent health 

different heritabilities with different levels of education of parents 

 

Genetic relatedness               Verbal IQ correlations by level of parental education 

                                                      Low education           High education                .  

High  (MZ)       0.55   0.75 

Moderate (DZ, sibs)      0.33   0.37 

Low (half-sibs, cousins      0.32   0.10 

          in SAME house) 

                   average    h2 = 26%             h2 = 74% 
                       more c2    e2                no c2    less e2  



SES affects cognitive skills before entry into school 

• school readiness (esp.math, reading skills) predicts achievement 

throughout school years 

 

• child’s genes may help determine response to environment (gxe) 

 

 

Rhemtulla, Tucker-Drob (2012) Behavior Genetics 

  longitudinal study of preschool children 

  assessed age 2 and age 4 so far 

 



Amounts of unstandardized variance in early mathematics skill (left), and early reading skill (right) 

accounted for by genes (A), the shared environment (C), and the nonshared environment (E), as functions 

of SES. Total variance reflects the sum of the variance accounted for by A, C, and E, as a function of SES. 

SES, Early Mathematics Scores, and Early Readings     Sample of 4 year olds 
Scores were z-transformed prior to analyses 



Why?  several theories put forward: 

 

1. threshold effect (Scarr)  - a ‘good enough’ environment is 

important in achieving genetic potential, rest doesn’t matter 

 

2. more effective gene expression in good environments, poor 

environments ‘trap’ the individual  (Bronfenbrenner & Ceci,  

Raine) 
“proximal processes” – quality of reciprocal interactions between child and older  

    individuals in environment 

high quality -  genetic potential reached, h^2 rises, better cognitive functioning   

low quality –  persisting disadvantage and/or recurring disadvantage leads to lower 

h^2, more shared e, lower cognitive functioning 

 

3. environment is more variable in low SES groups and 

accounts for more variation (Turkheimer,  Rowe)  

 



What might be the effect of positive educational 

intervention on achievement? 

Which simple statistics would be useful in measuring changes?   

What would you expect to be the effects of the following on these statistics? 

• no change in achievement     

                  no change in mean and variance   or heritability 

• everyone improves and scores become more similar 

                       higher mean      lower variance       lower heritability 

• everyone improves, same spread of individual differences 

                   higher mean      no change in variance or heritability    

• everyone improves, those with higher abilities improve more, those with lower 

ability improve less 

                       higher mean     higher variance      higher heritability 

“when the ‘have nots’ gain but the ‘haves’ gain even more”   (Ceci & Papierno, 2005,                 

                Am Psychol 60:149-160) 

 

However, eventual outcomes rely on :   learning potential (ability)  

 + learning achievement (knowledge)  ambition   commitment   opportunity 

     

 



Assortative mating 
 

• non-random mating 

• positive (assortative mating) – like chooses like 

• negative (disassortative mating)– opposites attract 

• effects are generally small, usually positive 

 

Correlations between partners:      

      height  r = 0.25              weight  r = 0.20 

          personality measures r = 0.10 - 0.20 

but,   for g    r = 0.40     between partners   

 

• most mate selection is on basis of educational background 

 between partners  r = 0.60  for educational background 

    r = 0.60 between g and educational background 

 



Effects of assortative mating 

•  decreases variation within families  

 

•  if unaccounted for, could lead to overestimated h2 and 

c2   from family studies by  

             increasing correlations within family 

 

• leads to underestimated h2 from twin studies because it 

does not effect MZ twins but increases DZ correlation  

         – effects of assortative mating seen as shared e 

 

• increases population variation 

effects accumulate over generations 



    Random mating   Assortative mating 

(or disassortative mating) 

         Parents                                            Parents 

   higher IQ  x   lower IQ                  higher IQ  x higher IQ  

 

          average IQ       children           higher IQ 

 

 

    lower IQ  x  higher IQ             lower IQ  x  lower IQ 

 

         average IQ      children  lower IQ 

 

- effects of assortative mating should be factored out of data 

before estimates of variance components are obtained 

 



Non-additive gene effects      epistasis  dominance 

• in twin and family data, non-additive gene effects will be 
masked by effects of assortative mating and shared 
environment: 

shared environment – increases  all correlations 

assortative mating – increases all correlations except MZ twin 

non-additive gene effects – decrease all correlations except  
      MZ twin 

 

If higher cognitive ability was related to higher fitness, would 
expect to find dominance for alleles for higher IQ levels  

If alleles for higher cognitive ability were dominant, would 
expect to find a depression of scores on inbreeding 

                 inbreeding depression 

- hence, can find indirect evidence for non-additive gene 
influence by looking for inbreeding depression 



Inbreeding and IQ scores 

• Bashi  (1977)                    + several studies since 

          Raven’s matrices test 

 

Degree of consanguinity            Grade 4               Grade 6 

            n      mean          n     mean 

Children of unrelated      1054    8.8         1054    13.1 

 

Children of first cousins       503     8.6           467    12.3 

 

Children of double first              71      7.9             54    10.6  

          cousins           





Effects of Inbreeding on Raven Matrices 

 
Nirupama Agrawal, S. N. Sinha,  and Arthur R. Jensen 

  

Behavior Genetics, Vol. 14, No. 6, 1984 

 

Indian Muslim school boys, ages 13 to 15 years, whose parents are first 

cousins, were compared with classmates whose parents are genetically 

unrelated on the Raven Standard Progressive Matrices, a nonverbal test 

of intelligence. The inbred group (N = 86) scored significantly lower and 

had significantly greater variance than the noninbred group (N = 100), 

both on raw scores and on scores statistically adjusted to control for age 

and socioeconomic status. Genetic theory predicts both of these effects 

for a polygenic trait with positive directional dominance. 


